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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND AN D PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
Introduction
The professional literature in the field of
speech pathology contains a great many references to
stuttering .

A large part of this literature on stutter-

ing has dealt with the problem of severity .

The impor-

tance of the concept severity of stuttering can be viewed
in its relation to the broad theoretical constructs in
the field of stuttering .
Severity is a way of quantifying the extent of
abnormality or degree of interference with the normal
speech process .

To say that one stutterer is more severe

than another is to say that he appears to be more abnormal than the other .

Severity of stuttering may be

studied from the point of view of the stutterer, from
the point of view of the listener, and from the point of
view of the speech pathologist who attempts to represent
a combination of the other two views .
The major emphasis on severity from the point of
view of the speech pathologist has centered around the
1
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University of Iowa studies (27, J7, 38, 39) which have
led to the development and have made extensive use of the
Iowa Scale for Severity of Stuttering (20) .

This scale

has attempted operationally to define certain behaviors
of the stuttering syndrome as more related to severity
than others .

The Iowa Scale is regarded by Johnson (20)

as an equal appearing intervals scale, with number one
indicating the least severe rating and number seven the
most severe .

The amount of stuttering, the amount of

tension, the length of disfluencies , the patterns of
disfluencies , and the amount of associated bodily movements are considered in an effort to rate severity .

This

scale arbitrarily has linked certain behaviors with
severity and tries to quantify these behaviors .

The more

of these specific behaviors present the more severe the
stuttering is judged to be.
Attempts to gauge severity of stuttering from the
stutterer•s

viewpoint have taken a different form .

Rather than have the stutterer attempt to quantify certain
behaviors , the stutterer has been asked to rate his
feelings , attitudes , and thoughts about his stuttering.
Various tools for exploring the stutterer's attitudes and
feelings have been developed , among them .Ammon ' s and
Johnson ' s Test of Attitude Toward Stuttering (18) and
Sheehan's Sentence Completion Test for Stutterers (34) .
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It has been felt that assessments of stuttering severity
should include attention to the stutterer's feelings
about his stuttering as well as the dimensions measured
by the Iowa Scale .

A stutterer could conceivably

receive a low rating on the Iowa Scale but consider himself to be a severe stutterer.

It would be important to

be able to gauge the stutterer's feelings in an effort
to determine severity of the problem.
Attempts to study severity of stuttering from the
listener's point of view are practically nonexistent.
It is obvious that the listener may draw certain conclusions about any speaker as a result of the observations
made of the speaker's behavior .

Most of the definitions

of stuttering include this assumption,~ priori.

It is

obvious that the interference in speech is one of the
behaviors which allows the stutterer to be labeled.
However, it has al.so been demonstrated that even when
behaviors usually associated with the definition of
stuttering are removed the listener can still identify
the stutterer from the normal speaker (49) .
research (57) has questioned this finding.

Other
Unfortun-

ately , the bases for the identification of stutterin·g
in the absence of the behaviors usually associated with
stuttering are not known.

We also know that the listener

has evaluative reactions to stutterers.

Berlin and
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Berlin (1) have demonstrated that of three types of
stuttering (though rated equally severe in terms of
frequency of blocks) the listener preferred one type to
the other two .

The more nearly the stuttering approached

normal speech , the more it was accepted .

The amount of

listener reaction to the stutterer•s speech seems to be
directly proportional to the degree of stuttering present
and degree of abnormality present .
Research has demonstrated that the way the stutterer
perceives listener reaction has a great effect upon
stuttering behavior .

For example , a great many stutterers

do not stutterer while speaking where there is no listener (6) or in situations where communication between
the listener and the stutterer is not important as in
choral reading or singing (6) .

It might be assumed, in

the simplest case , that there is something in the
stutterer• s behavior which causes the listener to react
to him as a stutterer and enables the listener to draw
conclusions about the nature of the stuttering .

This , in

turn , affects the overt behavior of the listener to the
stutterer and causes the stutterer to become sensitive
to the fact that the listener does make judgements about
him .

Later, the expectation or perception of listener

reaction is enough to maintain this sensitivity .

This

certainly leads to the conclusion that the beliefs that
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are held by the listener about the stutterer•s behavior
are important in the maintenance , if not the genesis , of
the problem .

Unfortunately , those behaviors in the

stutterer•s speech with which the listener evaluates
stuttering and severity are unknown.
The investigation of severity of stuttering has
been weak in one important aspect of the problem .

A

definition of what constitutes severity of stuttering is
not known .

Studies that have been done have first chosen

some characteristic associated with stuttering and then
tried to quantify and measure this characteristic.

The

characteristics that have been studied have all been
chosen by the speech pathologist from his professional
area of concern such as frequency of occurrence, length
of blocks , nature of blocks , and body movements associated with the blocks .

The speech pathologist in his

investi gations has neglected to detennine the meaning of
severity for the naive listener whom the stutterer
encounters everyday.

It would seem that the character-

istics associated with stuttering severity should be
determined in a more systematic way .
In order to understand the importance of this
neglect the theoretical constructs regarding stuttering
must be understood .
A discussion of the theoretical constructs in the
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field of stuttering is a broad and ambitious undertaking .
1ost of the experts who deal with the problem have
developed their own theories which often diffe ~ radically
in emphasis from one to another .
attempts to group these theories .

There have been several
Bloodstein (4) has

grouped most of the major theories into three main categories .

The "rep ressed need" hypothesis states, that

the stutterer stutters because of an unconscious wish
or need to do so .

This theory is held mainly by psy cho -

analysts and has been well stated by Glauber (lJ) .

The

"breakdown" hypothesis suggests that stuttering is a
momentary disturbance in the smooth integrated neuro mus cular act of speaking in certain individuals who are
constitutionally or emotionally predisposed to such a
breakdown under stress .

West (50) and Eisenson (11) ,

both speech pathologists, support this point of view .
For advocates of either of these positions , severity as
a concept related to stuttering has little importance
because of a basic difference (constitutionally , physically; or emotionally) between him and the normally
speaking pe rson .

According to these views, severity is

a function of the amount of constitutional or emotional
difference present and has no theoretical importance
except as a gauge of this difference .
The "anticipat ory-struggle,. hypothesis , theorizes
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that stuttering is an avoidance reaction to speech because
of fear.

More simply stated, stuttering is the effort

to not stutter.

This category, essentially an analysis

of stuttering in terms of learning theory, is based
chiefly on the work of Van Riper, Johnson, Wischner , and
Sheehan.

In terms of the theoretical constructs, the

"anticipatory-struggle" hypothesis seems to place more
emphasis on severity than any of the other theories.
The research has been divided, some studies supporting and other studies refuting the various theories.
The speech pathologist is faced with making a decision
regarding theory on the basis of little definitive evidence.
The 'hnticipatory-struggle" hypothesis because of its
emphasis on severity of stuttering makes it the most
logical framework for this paper .
Bloodstein (5) presents a system for studying the
progression of the stuttering syndrome.

He does not

a ttempt to account for the beginning of the disorder but
starts his analysis after the child has started to stutter.
Dividing the progression of stuttering into four phases,
he suggests that the first of these is characterized by
little overt reaction to the speech under most conditions, and there is essentially no self concept as a
stutterer.

There is occasional acute reaction to the

speech interruption itself.

In this stage the stuttering
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is mostly episodic and characterized by repetitions .
Phase two begins as the self concept of a stutterer
emerges .

There is , however , no emotional reaction to

the speech under most conditions .
stuttering has become chronic .

By this time the

Stage three is signified

by emotional reactions to the speech , such as annoyance ,
frustration , disgust , or anger .

The anticipation of

stuttering is starting to develop .

Stag e four begins

when emotional reactions of fear and embarrassment can
be identified .

Anticipation of stuttering is vivid , and

word substitution , circumlocution , and avoidance symptoms
are evident .
Van Riper (44) has also analyzed stuttering into
four stages .

Stage one consists of short , effortless

oscillations and/or fixat i ons of the speech musculature
(these oscillations and fixations are the only characteristics shared by all stutterers , according t o Sheehan)

(35) .

The general pace of speech is not disturbed and

the chi ld displays no overt awareness of his interrupted
speech .

There is no fear; very little , if any , struggle .

For many years this was termed primary stuttering . 1
1

Bluemel (? ) in 1932 introduced the terms primary
and secondary stuttering to differentiate between symptoms
commonly displayed by stutterers when they were beginning
to stutter and the syJD.ptoms of stuttering in its advanced
forms . Primary stuttering was defined as " ••• a single disturbance of speech in which a delay ensues between the
commencement and completion of a word . "
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Stag e two is characterized by faster and more irregular
fixations and oscillations .

The only overt reaction to

the speech impediment is surprise .

Stage three is

characterized by more and more difficulty with the speech
act .

The child becomes frustrated and begins to struggle

and to try to force his speech .
ized by fear .

Stage four is character-

It is impossible to describe the speech

of stutterers in stage four except in very general terms ,
because now the moment of stuttering has been transformed
from oscillations and fixations by the "secondary
characteristics 111 (so named because this stage was at
one time termed secondary stuttering) of facial contortions , head and body jerks , eye blinks , grotesque facial
postures , etc .

These secondary characteristics are

explained as the result of fear , avoidance , and struggle .
A

more complete definition of the "anticipatory-

struggle" hypothesis can now be stated, on the basis of
the above descriptions .

Stuttering occurs as the stut-

terer anticipates stuttering and proceeds to engage in
certain behaviors believed to prevent its occurrence .
In terms of this framework the concept of severity
1 Defined by Bluemel ( see page 8 footnote) as " •••
consciousness of the defect and attempts to control and
conceal it , employing starters, synonyms , etc . "
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has many implications.

Part of Van Riper 's (44) defini-

tion of a speech defect is concerned with it calling
attention to itself.

It is easy to understand that the

more severe the defect the more it will call attention
to itself.

If this is so, the implications for therapy,

both remedial and preventative , are obvious.

For example,

Van Riper (46) describes therapy for stutterers as
"symptomatic therapy."

The implication is that the

stutterer is seeking relief from symptoms which call
attention to the disorder .

If the speech pathologist

can determine the symptoms to which the listener reacts,
this type of therapy would be greatly facilitated.
Van Riper's and Bloodstein 's points of view can
also be stated in terms of learning theory.

Stuttering

can be viewed as learned behavior that progresses through
stimulus-response phases with the response of the preceeding phase becoming the stimulus for the next phase (see
Figure 1).

The interference in speech becomes the

stimulus for the reaction of surprise (Van Riper' s stage
two).

As the reaction of surprise occurs more often the

stutterer begins to feel frustration (Van Riper's stage
three).

This frustration becomes the stimulus for the

responses of fear, avoidance, and struggle (Van Riper ' s
stage four) .

The more the stutterer stutters , the more

he anticipates stuttering .

The greater the anticipation
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FIGURE 1
STUTTERING AS LEARNED BEHAVIOR
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avoidance ,
anu struggle)

s
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R ( secondar y
stuttering )
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of stuttering , the greater the response of fear and
avoidance .
not stutter .

As a result the stutterer struggles more to
As the struggle becomes more severe , the

stuttere r struggles more to escape the mounting fear .
Thus the cycle of secondary stuttering is put into
motion.

Severity plays a large role in this cy cle .

The

more severe the blocks, the more they call attention to
themselves .

The more attention that is called to the

blocks , the more severe they become .

It is the attention

of the listener to the blocks which causes the stutterer
to become uncomfortable .

Without the discomfort , the

fear response , and accompanying guil t , anxiety , hostility ,
and struggle to escape would not occur .

If the response

of fear and avoidance did not occur, the struggle would
not be nearly so great and the cycle of reinforcement
would not occur .
The Purpose of the Study
In view of the significance of the listener' s
reaction to the progression and maintenance of the disorder it would seem valuable to investigate severity of
stuttering from the viewpoint of the listener .

The

purpose of this study was (a) to determine whether subjects , naive in the field of speech pathology , react differently to two samples of stuttering representing differ-
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ent levels of severity (the Iowa Scale was used to define
a severe sample of stuttering and a milder sample of
stuttering) , ( b) if there is a difference , to determine
the operations of that difference by investigating the
semantic space, or adjective descriptions , of the two
samples of stuttering from the naive subject's po int of
view .
If severity of stuttering has any meaning for the
naive subjects there ought to be a difference in their
reactions to two stuttering samples, one of which is
severe and one of which is mild .

The research hypo -

thesis stated as a null hypothesis was that there would
be no difference between naive subject reactions to a
sample of severe stuttering and naive subject reactions
to a sample of milder stuttering .
Suggested Hethod for the Study
Osgood (33) has developed a technique ideally
suited for testing this hypothesis .

He calls the instru-

ment a semantic differential and. employs it to describe
the semantic meaning of concepts.

Semantic meaning

refers to the relation of signs to their significates .
A significate is defined as any stimulus which , in a
given situation, regularly and reliably produces a predictable pattern of behavior .

Stated another way, Osgood
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defines meaning as a rep resenta tional mediation process .
Simply stated, this is the process wherein various si gns
may elicit the same resp onse from the individual .

Meaning

thus becomes a relational concep t where a heirarchy of
relation be tween si gns is established ranging from a very
clo se relation to no rel a tion .

Osgood theorizes that if

an individua l were stimulated. with a number of concepts
and g iven an i n finite number of response choices the location of the concep ts within this relational heirarchy could
be established .

The semantic d ifferenti al technique is

foun ded upon this theory .

A semantic differential consists

of a set of bipolar ad jectives a rranged along continua
with t he mi dpoin t signifying no r el a tio n to e ithe r member
of the pair .

The subje ct is stimulated with the co n c ept

th a t is to be studied and the subje ct' s response is i n
t erm s of the adj ecti ve pairs .

He may decide that the con-

cept has a gre a t , modera t e , small , or no relation to
either membe r of the oppos it e pairs .

Osgood found t hat

the ad j ective pairs typ ically group i nto di mens io ns .

The

d i mens ions wh ich Osgoo d has studied are iden tifi ed as
EVALUATION, POTENCY, and ACTIVITY .

The semantic differen-

ti al techni que was used in this study .

The stimuli were

the two samples of stuttering and. the responses of the
subjects were in terms of the pol a r opposites .

One of the

p roblems was to de ci de which ad jective pairs to include
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in the differential .

Wri ght (52) has used Osgood's

technique to study 40 concepts which have particular
interest to the social scientist .
used in this study.

His differential was

The kinds of adjective pairs which

he chose seem to be appropriate for studying stuttering
and his data also lend themselves to correlations with
similar data .

By using his data as nonnative, a more

comprehensive analysis was possible .
sion of the procedure will follow.

A detailed discus-

CHAPTER !I
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE ASSOCIATED WITH THE PROBLEM
The Literature Associated With Severity Of Stuttering
Attempts by speech pathologists to measure the
severity of stuttering have consiste d of objective and
subjective approaches.

Objective approaches have inclu-

ded psychological scaling (27, 36 , 37, 53) and measurement of ( a ) the adaptation effect in stuttering (16, 21 ,
22, 24, 25, 27, 31, 42) , (b ) factors related to fluency
(19, 30, 48), (c) grammati c al and phonetic factors (8,
14, 15, 17), and ( d) frequency o f moments of stuttering

( 31 , 38) •
Efforts to evaluate severity of stuttering from a
subjective approach have i n cluded emotional and psycho logical reactions of the stutterer to stuttering (41),
the effects of the penalty felt by the stutterer (50),
and the effects upon stuttering of penalty , fear , anxiety,
shame , guilt , and other attitudes (6).
The psycholo gical scaling method is , perhaps , the
most commonly used tool for assaying severity of stuttering .

First developed by Sherman and Lewis (27), the
16

17
scale co nsisted of nine equal appearing intervals, ranging
from one as the least severe to nine as the most severe.
'rhe mean rating of the judges has been shown to be reliable and valid (37).

This scale was later adapted and

shortened to a seven point equal appearing interval
scale and named the Iowa Scale for Severity of Stuttering
(20).

It was found that training the judges for the

specific task had no significant effect upon the mean
ratings (37).
Counting the frequency of moments of stuttering
has been another widely used tool (52, 53).

Since the

task is to count the number of moments of stuttering in
a predetermined reading passag~, the technique is simple
enough but it is quite time consuming and the problem of
determin ing moments of stuttering is as yet unresolved.
The research has shown that frequency counts and
psychological scaling are positively and significantly
correl ated ( 39) •
Williams , Work , and Minifie (51) have demo nstrated
that audio presentation of stuttering samples is sufficient for obtaining reliable mean ratings of severity of
stuttering for either frequency counts or psychological
scaling.
The adaptation effect in stuttering is considered
by some to be another measure of severity (16, 21),
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although very little has been done to standardize its
use.

The task is simple enough&

the frequency of

moments of stuttering is tabulated on successive readings
of the same material .

The more the frequency is reduced

the less severe the stuttering behavior .

It has been

shown that not only is frequency of moments of stuttering
reduced during successive readings but the severity (as
measured on the Iowa Scale for Severity of Stuttering) is
also reduced on the remaining moments of stuttering (43) .
The d1sfluency index was devel oped by Minifie and
Cooker ( 30) .

It was suggested as a means for evaluating

severity of stuttering .

The fonnula for the fluency

index is as follows&

words per minute

= Disfluency score

There has been little use made of this device, probably
because of its limited approach to the problem .
Brown (8) and Trotter (42) have studied the importance of grammatical and phonetic factors in the severity
of stuttering .

They found that stuttering occurs more

often on words which are nouns , adjectives, verbs, adve r bs ,
or first words in a sentence .

There has been little

use of this infonnation in determining severity of
stuttering , possibly because the device is really no more
than a frequency count .
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There has been much work done to establish valid.i ty
and reliability of the various severity measures (10, 11,

20 , 22, 25, 27, 36, 37, 38) and to correlate the various measures (10, 19, 32, 38).

From the various authors •

points of view, reliability and validity have been established.

There are , however , several problems with the

existing measures of severity of stuttering .

Cullinan,

Prather, and Williams (10) looked at seven methods for
weighing severity of stuttering and found that the
obtained reliability coefficients indicate that there
is not sufficient reliability to suggest the use of a
single judge as an individual predictor.
The psychological scaling method as a means for
measuring stuttering severity is not totally satisfactory
for several reasons.

As Sherman and McDermott (38) point

out "absolute values of obtained scale positions of
severity of individual moments of stuttering are not
necessarily comparable from one observer to another ."
She:rman (37) says that further experimentation is needed
to demonstrate whether the method is useful for obtaining
scale values which are precise measures of the positions
of samples of continuous stuttered speech in the severity
dimension .

The main difficulty with the procedure is

that one judge cannot make one estimate of severity
which will have any correlation with any one estimate
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made by any other one judge.
Johnson (17) tells us that "the problem called
stuttering is not to be adequately identified or defined
solely by reference to speech disfluency.

Other vari-

ables (i.e., perceptual and evaluative reactions of the
listener and of the speaker, as well as those associated
with the frequency and fonns of disfluency) are to be
considered ."

This point is well taken when the possibility

that stutterers can be identified even during fluent
speech is considered (49).

Berlin ?.nd Be rlin (1) further

amplify this point by showing that of three types of
stuttering (though rated equally severe on frequency
counts) certain types are preferred to other types .
Indeed, it does seem as if there are factors other than
those which existing severity measures consider which
account for the actually perceived severity of stuttering.
The Iowa Scale for Severity of Stuttering includes some
factors other than disfluency .

However , the high cor-

relation between the Iowa Scale for Severity of Stuttering
and frequency counting (J?) raises some doubt as to
whether the judges actually consider these other factors.
There is a larger and more important weakness in the
existing methods employed to investigate the severity
of stuttering.

Either the methods have failed to define

severity in a systematic way or they have defined sever-
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ity in very specific terms which limit the technique to
the parameters of the professional speech pathologist .
Until it is possible to define and/or understand the
term severity of stuttering in a practical way as it
applies to the dimensions of the problem as understood
by the general population , the various measures of
severity of stuttering will have little useful meaning .
The Literature Associated With
The Osgood Semantic Differential
Attempts to examine the semantic differential have
included tests of validity and reliability.

A test

instrument is assumed to be valid when it does indeed
measure what it claims to measure .

A test of validity

may be made by comparing the test results with other
results whi,.ch are known to be valid .
The semantic differenti al was devised to measure
meaning and since there are no known and accepted tests
of meaning to use as a comparison "face validity"
measures are employed .

Face validity is present when

the test results correspond with what most observers
would indicate they expect .

Osgood reports that "through-

out our work with the semantic differential we have
found no reasons to question the validity of the instrument on the basis of its correspondence with the results
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to be expected from common sense" ( 33 , p . 141) .
Carroll (9) in a quite critical review of Osgood's
book questions the validity of the instrument .

Osgood

states that "the meaning of 'meaning' for which we wish
to establish an index is a psychological one - that process or state in the behavior of a sign-using organism
which is assumed to be a necessary consequence of the
reception of sign stimuli and a necessary antecedent for
the production of sign- processes . "

Carroll is quick to

point out that there are many meanings of meaning and
questions whether the semantic differential is a true
measure of meaning .

Carroll also points out that Osgood ' s

definition of meaning was built around the technique
rather than the technique being a logical outcome of the
definition .

Carroll in a more complimentary tone states

that re gardless of one ' s views about meaning the theory
of "mediational process" forwarded by Osgood is a substantial contribution .
Validity of the technique may be seriously questioned
in terms of the true meaning of meaning .

If Osgood's

definition of meaning is not acceptable then it is, of
course, impossible for the instrument to be considered
valid .

If one is willing to accept the mediational pro-

cess definition of meaning then the p roblem of validity
must be handled with the explanation of "face validity . "
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Reliability is assumed when test and retest scores
are consistent.

In an attempt to detennine the reli-

ability of the semantic differential, Osgood (JJ) designed
a study to evaluate an apparent unreliability of the
semantic differential as the time between test and
retest increased.

A semantic differential was administered

to eight groups of subjects.
of 25 subjects.

Each group was composed

Each group experienced different

intervals between the test and retest.

The intervals

were three minutes, six, twelve, twenty, and thirty
minutes, one day, one week, and three weeks.

The results

indicated that of the three dimensions, -(EVALUATiON,
POTENCY, and ACTIUITY), EVALUATION was the most reliable.

As the time between test and retest increased the

average deviation or apparent unreliability also increased.
The changes which occurred in the one-week and threeweek groups were interpreted as subject changes in
meaning.

Osgood concludes that rather than the test

not being reliable it proved extremely reliable by
measuring the changes in subject meaning.
Konnan (26), using nine frequently used therapeutic
tenns as concepts on a semantic differential, found
significant group differences between psychologists and
social workers.

The group of psychiatrists scored

between these two groups.
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Block ( 2) indicates that the semantic differential
may be used successfully to describe emotions , e . g ., love ,
anger , and envy .

Block was able to determine that

American college men and women describe emotions simi larly .

A factor analysis indicated that the data could

be placed in three groupings:

pleasantness- unpleasant-

ness , level of aspiration , and interpersonal relatedness .
Norweg ians and Americans were compared in a second study .
A slight difference 1b -cultural values was observed .

The

results of Block ' s studies indicate that attitude differences between groups for concepts concerned with
emotions can be measured with the semantic differential .
Block , in a subsequent study ( 3) , tested the assumption that the semantic differential might serve to draw
out relationships among concepts of which the subject
is not consciously aware and also to reveal repressed
material .

He created an experimental situation in which

this was not true .

One hundred- twelve students in an

introductory course in psychology were asked to describe
their ideal self and their liked- sexed parent by using
an adjective check list and a semantic differential .
'Ihe students responded to adjectives as "characteristic
or true , " "uncharacteristic or false , " or as "not especially relevant . "

Block hypothesized that the semantic

differential would allow unconscious material to be more
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accurately revealed than the adjective check list .

How-

ever, he concludes, "Because of the apposition and the
manifestness of the adjective characterizations ( both
the adjective check list and the semantic differential) ,
it may be presumed that the identification as measured
in this way is under appreciable control of the subjects . "
Thus , unlike true projective techniques , the semantic
differential would seem to measure meanings and attitudes
of which the subject is consciously aware and which are
under relatively careful social control.
Other writers have considered the semantic differential more gene rally and proposed experimental methods
utilizing the semantic differential .

Smith (40), for

example, reports the use of the semantic differential as
a measu ring instrument in experimental research in speech
correction.

Concepts related to speech disorders were

used as stimuli, e . g ., "Articulatory Defects , Stuttering,
Speech Handicaps , Voice Disorders , and Cleft Palate,"
One hundred speech correction students served as subjects .
Results indicated only four factors which appeared to
be related to the speech correction concepts .

They were

"Interestingness, Pleasantness, Honesty , and Difficulty."
Smith also indicated that it would be important to determine if the speech semantic differential is sensitive
to change in subject meaning on these concepts, as were
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Osgood 's ~ubjects in his reliability study.

CHAPTER III
THE METHODS AND PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY

Subjects
Eighty-five students , naive in the field of speech
patholo gy , were tested .

Naive students were considered

necessary in order to prevent contamination of the results due to any prior knowledge of speech patholo gy .
The students were chosen fro m basic studies courses
required of all students at Western Michi gan Un iversity .
An attempt was thereby made to obtain a random sample of

the college population .
The following criteria were established for choosing
the students who would actually participate in the study .
Subjects selected had to be freshmen or sophomores ,
1 8 to 19 years of age and uncommi tted to a major .
These 85 students were divided into two g roups , each
performing a different task .

One g roup contained 26

students who met the criteria for the study .
26, six were males and 20 were females .

Of these

The second g ro up

conta ined 27 students who met the criteria for this
study .

Of these 27 students, 1 8 were females and nine
27
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were males .

Six males and 18 females was the maximum

proportion that each group could contain, if the sex
proportion between groups was to remain constant.
In an effort to maintain the sex proportion between
groups the excess number of males and females were randomly discarded to obtain the proper proportion .

The

final composition was two g roups of 24, six males and
18 females each.
'Ihe Stimulus Material for the Study
The stimulus for Group One was a 16 mm black and
white , sound film of a stutterer, trained to app roximate
a rating near the severe end of the Iowa Scale .

The

stuttering sample very closely approximated this stutterer•s pretherapy speech.

The film was 57 seconds in

length and consisted of the stutterer•s speech behavior
under the following conditions: (a) telling his name,
(b) telling his address , and (c) reading a passage of
prose .

The stutterer was selected from the Speech and

Hearing Clinic of Western Michigan Uni versity.
terer had been filmed on previous occasions.
was produced through the facilities of \~iU- TV .

The stutThe film
The

stuttering sample was rated by 29 graduate students and
faculty members of the speech pathology department on the
Iowa Scale and received a mean rating of 6. 8.
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The stimulus for Group Two was a 16 mm black and
white, sound film of a stutterer approximating a rating
on the milder end of the Iowa Scale .

The stuttering

sample was the best speech of which this stutterer was
capable at this moment in time.

The stutterer for Task

Two was the same stutterer used for Task One.

The film

was 57 seconds in leng th and consisted of the stutterer•s
speech behavior under conditions identical to Task One:
(a) telling his name, (b) telling his address , and (c)
reading a passage of prose .

This film was also produced

through the facilities of WMU-TV.

The stuttering sample

was rated by 29 graduate students and faculty members of
the speech pathology department on the Iowa Scale and
received a mean rating of 3.8.
The Recording Procedures of the Study
The subjects were asked to respond to the stimulus
material in tenns of a semantic differential as developed
by Osgood (33), and modified by Wright (52).

A semantic

differential is a set of bipolar adjectives .

'Ihese adjec-

tive pairs are arranged along a seven point continuum with
number four being the exact center and meaning that the
concept has no relation to either member of the pair.

The

subjects were also able to indicate that the concept had a
great, moderate, or small relation to either member of
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the opposite pairs by checking the appropriate point of
the continuum.
The specific semantic differential used was the one
developed by Wright (52) which consists of 22 bipolar
adjectives .

Wright discovered that his 22 adjective

pairs grouped into eight groups which he called dimensions.

The dimensions which he discovered were: EVALU-

ATION, POTENCY , ACTIVITY , (already described by Osgood)
RIGIDITY, SECURITY , DELICACY , FRESHNESS, and GENTLENESS .
The following instructions were given at the
beginning of the task to each group:
We are interested in what things mean to people.
Not just their plain meaning , but the ideas and
feelings they give people .

For example, if I were to show you a picture of
an "ice cream cone" or if I were to show you the
word "ice cream cone," you might have ideas like
..£21..s1, soft, sweet, wet, and so on.
To make it easier for you to say what something
means to you, we have made up a list of opposites
against which you can compare it.
With "ice cream cone," if you saw "ice cream cone"
as very cold, somewhat soft, quite sweet, and rather
wet , andci'id not think Tt1iad either a loud or
soft sound , you might mark it this way. cold
hard
sweet
dry
loud

...

••

.

.. . . . •
... . . .

. .. .. .
...

••

•

0

•

••

•••

wann

0

•

.. . . .

soft

0

•

••

...

sour

0
0

. .. ...
. . . ...

wet
soft

Jl
Today I am going to ask you to react to something
in a way that is similar to the illustration on
the board . As soon as you have completed your
observation I want you to respond by circl ing the
dots at the place that most nearly corresponds
to your ideas and feelings about what you observed .
The Treatment of the Data of the Study
The pairs of polar adjectives were arranged at the
extremes of a series of seven point continua.

The vari-

ous points along each continuum. were given numerical
wei ghts from one to seven with number four being a
neutral score .

It was thus possible to treat statisti-

cally ea ch of the 22 polar adjective pairs .
were grouped into eight dimensions .

The 22 pairs

Each of the dimen-

sions could also be treated statistically .

Analyses of

variance were perfonned on the data for the groups using
a simple randomized design after the model described by
1
Lindquist (2?) .
Due to the presumed independence of
each factor , the data associated with the factors (dimensions) were analyzed separately .

A confidence level of

.05 was used to test the significance of F.

The level

of confidence for all statistics in the study was . 05 .
The mean scores of each group on each factor were

1

F

=

where MSb is mean square between groups
and MSw
is mean square within g roups
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ranked and rank order correlations (Spearman Bho) were
computed .

In addition, the mean scores of each group

on the 14 basic polar opposites used by Wright were
ranked and correlations were computed between these data
and the ranking s of the normal data developed by Wright .
Wright (52) studied 4o concepts, with the same
semantic differential used in this study, which have
particular interest to the social sciences such as
Masculine, Feminine , Shy , and Self-indulgent .

Wright

developed from the 4o concepts a "concept tree" consisting of groups of concepts.

This was accomplished by

a factor analysis which yielded five uncorrelated concept
factors, each composed of subgroups of his 40 concepts.
The two concepts of this study were correlated with
Wright ' s concept tree.

This was accomplished by a

ranking and rank order correlation of the 14 basic polar
opposites.
Following the suggestion of Osgood (33) a threedimensional diagram , using the generalized distance
formula of solid geometry1 was drawn . Osgood felt that

1

0= ~ I: d

2
where D is the linear distance between
points and d is the algebraic difference between concepts
on the same dimension or factor.
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in order to make a quantitative statement regarding similarity of concepts more than product- moment correlation
is needed .

It is important to take into account both

the covariation and the discrepancies between the means ,
thereby reflecting more fully the infonn.ation available
in the data .

'Ihe concepts used in the diagram were the

two stuttering samples of this study , and some of the
concepts analyzed by Wright that were found to have
significance for this study.
The differences in the means for each concept on
each dimension or factor were squared , summed, and the
square roots calculated.

'Ihis computation yielded the

linear distance between each concept and the other concepts .

Once the distances were known , the concepts could

be located in three- dimensional space , the appropriate
distances from each other .

If only three concepts were

used a two-dimensional model would suffice , appearing as
a triangle.

However, if four or more points are to be

located, it then becomes necessary to add the third
dimension to visualize the proper distances.

CHAPTER IV

THE FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

The hypothesis of the study was that there would be
no differences between naive subjects ' reactions to a
filmed sample of stuttering rated at the higher end of
the Iowa Scale for Severity of Stuttering and a filmed
sample of stuttering rated at the lower end of the Iowa
Scale.

An overall Spearman rho correlation of the data

of this study will not allow the rejection of the null
hypothesis .

However, on an internal analysis of the

data significant differences between the two concepts
emerged .
The overall rank order correlation of the mean
scores for each concept on each dimension was . 88 which
was in excess of the value required for the .05 level of
1
confidence.
The correlation coefficient also exceeded
the value required for the .01 level of confidence.
Summa ries of the analyses of variance for the two
g roups on all eight dimensions or factors are found in
Table I.

The analyses indicate that significant differ-

1

Significance table found in Annals of Mathematical
Statistics , XX, 117-118.
J4
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TABLE I
SU lMARY OF ANALYSES OF VARIANCE TO TEST MEAN DIFFERENCES
FOR INDIVIDUAL FACTORS AMONG GROUPS
Source :

Sum of squares

df

Means square

F

. 0830
229 . 8340
229 . 9170

1
46
47

. 08.30
4 .9 963

. 016 6

117 . 1875
452 . 2917
569 . 4792

1
46
47

117 . 18 75
9 . 8.324

11 . 9184*+

60 . 7 500
379 . 1667
439 . 9167

1

46
47

60. 7500
8 . 2427

7 - 3701*+

11 . 0 208
22.3 . 7917
2.34 . 8125

11 . 0 208
4 . 8650

2 . 2653

46
47

18 . 7500
.310 . 9170
.329 . 6670

46
47

18 . 7500
6 . 7 590

2 . 774o

. 0208
161 . 4584
161. 479 2

. 0208
.3 . 5099

. 0059

46
47

165 . 0208
225 . 7917
.390 . 8125

1
46
47

165.020 8
4 . 9085

8 . 3.3.30
248 . 9170
257 . 2500

1
46
47

8 • .3.3.30
5 . 4112

EVALUATION
between
within
total

POTENCY
between
within
total

ACTIVITY
between
within
total

RIGIDITY
between
within
total

1

SECURITY
between
within
total

1

DELICACY
between
within
total

1

FRESH ESS
between
within
total

.33 . 6192*+

GENTLENESS
between
within
total

1 . 5399

• ?significant in excess of
.05 level of confidence .
+Significant in excess of . 01 level of confidence .
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ences existed between groups on only three factors:

POTENCY , ACTIVITY, and FRESHNESS (following the suggestion
of Osgood dimensions or factors will be capitalized).
Figure 2 shows graphically the distribution of the
two groups on the eight factors by mean scores.

On the

dimension of EVALUATION the severe stutterer and the
mild stutterer are located at 4.9 (no scale points apart),
on POTENCY the severe stutterer is located at 3.6 and the
mild stutterer at 4.6 (one scale point apart) , on
ACTIVITY the severe stutterer is at 3.8 and the mild
stutterer is at 4.4 (.6 scale points apart), on RIGI DITY
the severe stutterer is at 3.3 and the mild stutterer is
at 2.6 (.8 scale points apart), on SECURITY the severe
stutterer is at 5.0 and the mild stutterer is at 5. 2 (. 2
scale points apart) , on DELICACY the severe stutterer is
at 5.2 and the mild stutterer at 5.0 (.2 scale points
apart), on FRESHNESS the severe stutterer is at J.? and
the mild stutterer is at 5.0 (l.J scale points apart) ,
and on GENTLENESS the severe stutterer was at
mild stutterer at 5.5 (.3 sea.le points apart) .

5.2 and the
The spread

of the two groups is the greatest on the factors of
POTENCY , ACTIVITY, and FRESHNESS, the three factors
found to be significantly different in the analyses of
variance.
It was felt important to correlate the concepts of
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this study with Wright ' s concepts in order to facilitate
discussion of the findings.

Wright studied 4o concepts

which have particular value to the social scientist .
These 40 concepts g rouped into five concep t g roups .

Wright

limited his analyses to 14 of the 22 polar opposites .
The 14 which he concerned himself with were what he
called the "fourteen basic word pairs . "

The correlations

of the concepts of this study with Wright's concepts are
of necessity based on these "fourteen basic word pairs . "
This correlation will enable certain conclusions to be
drawn about the similarities between the two stuttering
samples and such concepts as Anxious, Self- Punishing ,
Alone, and Feminine .
Table II shows the rank order correlations between
the concepts of this study and Wright ' s concept groups .
The polar opposite mean scores were ranked for e a ch concept of this study and correl a ted with the ranking of
polar opposite mean scores for each concept group.

No

significant correlations were found for the concept group
Sociable-Controlled or Showy-Modern .

Significant nega-

tive correlations were found between the concept group
Popula r - Feminine and the severe sample of stuttering .
The concept group Anxious-Masculine si gnificantly correlated with the severe stutterer .

Significant correla-

tions were found for the concept group Lower Class- Alone
and both the severe sample of stuttering and the milder
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TABLE II
RANK ORDER CORRELATIONS BETWEEN GROUP ONE
AND GROUP TWO AND THE CON£EPT GROUPS
OF WRIGHT ' S STUDY

Concept Group
( Wright)
I
II

severe
stutterer

mild
stutterer

Sociable-Controlled

-.40

-.41

Popular- Feminine

-. 53*

- • 21

III

Anxious- Masculine

. 63*

.32

IV

Lower Class-Alone

• 73*+

- 55*

.10

.1 2

V Showy- Modem
1

Spearman Rho Correlations.
*Signifi cant at the . 05 level of confidence with an N of 14.
+Significant at the . 01 level of confidence with an N of 14.

4o
sample of stuttering .
Even though no significant correlations were discovered for the concept group Sociab1e-Controlled, the
correlations were high enough that correlations for the
concepts comprising this concept group were suggested .
Table III demonstrates the correlations that were found
between the two groups and the concepts comp rising this
concept group .

Both g roups significantly correlate in

a ne gative direction with Motherly , En j oyable , Sociabl e ,
Personal , and Old- Fashioned~

In addition the severe

stutterer was negatively correlated at a significant
level with Helpful , Old , and Shy .

'Ihe mild stutterer

was negatively correlated at a significant level with
Sociable , Mature , Healthy , Upper Cl a ss , and Rural .

A

confidence level of .05 was chosen for significan ce .
Table I V contains the correlations of the concep ts
of the concept g roup Popular-Feminine and the two groups
of this study .

Significant correlations were found for

the severe stutterer for Popular , Childlike , and Feminine .

All significant correlations were negative .

'Ille

group viewing the mild stutterer did not demonstrate
si gnificance with any of the subfactors of Popular- Feminine .

All si gnificant correlations were at or beyond

the .05 level of confidence .
Table V

demonstrates the correlati ons of the two

lsee Appendix B for the polar opposites which comprise
each concep t .
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TABLE III
RANK ORDER CORRELATIONS BETWEEN GROUP ONE AND GROUP TWO

AND THE CONCEPT GROUP SOCIABLE-CONTROLLED

Concept

Severe Stutterer

Mild Stutterer

IA

Sociable

- . 40

-.41

IAl

Sociable
i.VIo therly
ilature
Helpful
En joyable
Healthy
Sociable
Pe rsonal

-. 52*
-.J8
-.54*
- • 67 •~
- • 29
- • 65 • ~+
-. 65*+

- . 4o

- • 52••
-.47*
-.67*+
-.25
- • 62••
- .47 •;

I A2

Hddle Class
Secure

-.24
-. 22

-.J J
-.26

IB

Controlled

-.08

-.16

I Bl

Controlled
Controlled
Conventional
Conserva tive
Rational

-.0 8
-.10
- • Jl
-,11
-. 11

-.1 7
-. 42
-.18
-. 01
-.22

-. 19

-.47*

- . ss~~

-. 17
-.14
-. 54*
. 14
- • 50-r~

I B2 Uppe r Class
IC

Old
Older Adul t
Old- Fashioned
Shy
Rural

-.4o

-. 6J*
-.58*
-.JJ

-.56*

- • 56~•

*Significant at the .o5 level of confidence with N of 14.
+ Significant at the . 01 level of confidence with N of 14.
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TABLE IV
RANK ORDER CORRELATIONS BETWEEN GROUP ONE
AND GROUP TWO AND THE CONCEPT GROUP
OF POPULAR-FEMININE

Concept

Severe Stutterer

Mild Stutterer

IIAl Popular
Suburban
Popular

-. 45*
- . 40
- • 39

- . J4
- • 28
-. 42

IIA2 Sexual
Sexual
Artistic

- • 29
- • JO
-. J2

- • 29
- • JO
-. 17

IIB

Young
Childlike
Young Adult

- . J4
- . 51*
-. 14

-. 16
- • 28
- .·12

IIC

Feminine

- • 47 •~

. 06

4fSignifican t at the

.o5 level of confidence with an N of 14.
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TABLE V
RANK ORDER CORRELATIONS BETWEEN GROUP ONE
AND GROUP TWO AND THE CONCEPT GROUP
OF ANXIOUS- MASCULINE

Concept
IIIA

Anxious

Severe Stutterer

Mild Stutterer

.6J*

• 29

IIIAl Anxious
Anxious
Radical

.81*
.84*
.78*

• 27
• 63·~
• 39

IIIA2 Urban

• 52*

-.04

IIIB

.5J*
• 26
.46*

-.27
-. 20
-.09

Musculine
Masculine
Emotional

*Significant at the •o5 level of confidence with an N of 14 •
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g roups with each of the subfactors of the concept group
Anxious-Masculine .

The severe sample of stuttering was

si gnificantly correlated with Anxious , Anxious , Anxious ,
Radical, Urban , Masculine, and Emotional .

The mild

stutterer was correlated with the subfactor Anxious .
All correlations mentioned as significant were in excess
of the value required for the
Table VI

. 05 level of confidence .

shows the correlation of the two groups

to the subfactors of the concept group of Lower ClassAlone .

Both of the groups were correlated with Alone

and Self- Punishing .

The Severe Stutterer was a l~o cor-

related with Lower Class .

The Mild Stutterer was also

correlated with Alone (a different Alone than previously
mentioned) and Indifferent .
ficant at the
Figure

All correlations were signi-

. 05 level of confidence .

J shows the concep ts of Mild Stutterer ,

Severe Stutterer, Alone , Anxious , and Self-Punishing .
located in semantic space .
the D score technique

The diagram was drawn using

(JJ) .

The concepts of Alone and

Self-Punishing are much closer to the Hild Stutterer than
to the Severe Stutterer .

The concept of Anxious is

located much closer to the Severe Stutterer than to the
Iviild Stutterer .
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TABLE VI

RANK ORDER CORRELATIONS BETWEEN GROUP ONE
AND GROUP TWO AND THE CONCEPT GROUP
OF LOWER CLASS-ALONE

Concept

Severe Stutterer

Mild Stutterer

IVA Alone
A.lone
Self-Punishing
Indifferent

• 64• t-+
.42
.85*+
• 50*

.66*+
.56*
.64*+
.51*

IVB

Lower Class

.64*

.25

IVC

Impersonal

• 21

• 30

*Significant at the .05 level of confidence with an N of 14.
+Significant at the .01 level of confidence with an N of 14.
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F I GURE 3
SEMANT IC SPACE CONTA I NING 'l' HE CONCEPTS l"1I LD ST1YrTERER ,
SEVERE STUTTERER , ALONE , SELF- PUNI SHI NG Alfi) ANX I OUS

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to detennine if naive
subjects would discriminate between two stuttering
samples , one rated at the higher end and one rated at
the lower end of the Iowa Scale for Severity of Stuttering . It was hypothesized that there would be no differences
between subjects• responses to a sample of severe
stuttering and a milder sample of stuttering .

The study

was designed in such a way that the semantic space of
each concept could also be detennined .

In addition , it

was expected that the semantic picture of the milder
sample of stuttering would be much more complimentary
than would be the picture of the severe sample of stut-

•

tering .

The diagnosogenic theory purports that the listener
through his reactions to the stutterer contributes to the
genesis and maintenence of the problem •

.Fundamental to

this theory 1s that society sees stuttering as bad , unpleasant , distasteful , and something to be avoided . Inherent in this theory is that the amount of listener re a ction
to stuttering is directly proportional to the amount and
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degree of difference from nonnal speech of the stuttering.

The concept of severity has been used as a way of

talking about this degree of involvement in the problem.
In light of this commonly held belief, this study
was fonnulated.

Since there was a difference, as deter-

mined by speech pathologists, between the two stuttering
samples of this study, it was felt that naive subjects
should be tested to detennine any differences to which
they might be sensitive.

As previously mentioned,an

overall correlation demonstrated no differences but an
analyses of variance showed differences.

In order to

discuss these differences the factors upon which differences appeared need explanation.
For purposes of discussion the eight factors investigated in this study can be divided into two main classifications: descriptive and judgemental.

This was ac-

complished by inspection of the polar opposites1 associated with each group.

Examples of polar opposites

comprising the Descriptive Group were fast/slow, old/new,
and thin/fat, and examples of the Subjective Group were
good/bad, ugly/pretty, and stale/fresh.

The descriptive

items, primarily objective, are those items which in some
measure could be used to describe the stutterer.
1

See Appendix C for the polar opposites.

They

include RIGIDI TY , ACTI VITY , SECURITY , DELICACY , and
GENTLENESS.

The judgemental items , primarily subject-

ive , are those items which are subject to listener bias .
They include EVALUATIO , POT'.d:NCY , and FRESHNI!;SS .

An-

other way of considering this difference is to think of
the descriptive items as a relatively straight forward
characterization of what was observed and the judgemental
items as those that depend upon opinion , feelings , and
prejudice .
It must be emphasized that this discussion is based
on the difference appearing between two levels of stuttering severity , one of which was simulated by a stutterer .
The milder rating was a true representation of the
stutterer' s speech .
severe sample .

The stutterer was simulating the

This severe sample was representative of

this stutterer• s pretherapy speech .

There is some pre-

cedent in the literature for using simulated stuttering
patterns as stimulus items .

In the Berlin and Berlin (1)

study the stuttering was simulated .
Five of the eight factors did not discriminate
between the two groups and three of the factors did
discriminate .

The descriptive items had no discrimina-

tive value with the exception of the factor of ACTI VI TY
and were not expected to have discriminative value .

In

terms of RIGIDITY both stuttering samples were rated on
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the tight and dry side of the polar opposites .

In terms

of SECURITY both stuttering samples were rated on the
dangerous , loud , and changeable ends of the continua .
Both stuttering samples were rated as hard and heavy in
terms of DELICACY and as rough and square in terms of
GENTLENESS .

These appear to be logical ways of descri-

bing stuttering behavior .

Both stuttering samples showed

components of tight , tense muscles .

Both stutte r ing

samples were loud and changeable ( the stuttering was
intermittent) .

There is a great deal of face validity

associated with these descriptions because the listener
was only reacting to the obvious .
ACTIVITY was the one descriptive factor which
demonstrated discrimination .

The polar opposites com-

prising ACTIVITY were new/old , thin/ fat , and fast/slow .
The severe sample of stuttering was rated on the new ,
thin , and fast side while the milder sample was rated on
the old , fat , and slow side .

The severe sample of stut-

tering was certainly "more fast" than was the milder
sample of stuttering in terms of speech and body movements .
The difference in rating here seems to be one of descri bing what was seen .

The ratings of "more thin" and

"more new" for the Severe Stutterer as opposed to "more
fat" and "more old" for the mi lde r sample are not so easy
to interpret .

Since the stutterer in both samples was
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the same person it is easy to determine that the ratings

on old/new and thin/fat had nothing to do with the
physical characteristics of the stutterer.

The only

conclusion is that old/new and thin/fat had some meaning
about the stuttering for the listener .

Just what that

meaning may mean is impossible to determine.
It was expected that the judgemental item of
EVALUATION would have demonstrated discriminative value
but it did not .

Evaluation of the stuttering by the

listener is a premise which is widely accepted by speech
pathologists .

One may speculate about the reason for the

lack of discrimination .

Both groups were scored on the

ugly, dirty , and bad sides of the continua .

Perhaps all

stuttering regardless of the rating on the Iowa Scale
would be seen as dirty , ugly, and bad .

It is difficult

to make a firm definitive statement on the basis of only
two samples of stuttering .

However , it is obvious that

the Iowa Scale measures amount , length , and type of blocks
which are clearly descriptive terms and not evaluative
items .

It is possible that two stutterers could be

rated equally on the Iowa Scale yet differ in tenns of
prolongations, repetitions, pull- outs , and hesitations .
The nature of the stuttering, rather than how much and
how long, may be much more important in terms of listener
evaluation .

Berlin and Berlin' s study (1) comparing
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listener preference of types of stuttering sup·p orts ·
this conclusion.

The differences in the Iowa Scale

rating were a function of the amount and length of the
blocks .

The main differences that d.id appear in the

scaling procedure of this study - POTENCY (strong, deep ,
and big) and FRESHNESS (hi gh , bright, and fresh) - were
of a different nature .

They were the judgemental items.

These items clearly had discriminative value as opposed
to the descriptive i terns which did not demonstrate discrimination, with the exception of ACTIVITY.

The descriptive

items were equally generally applicable to any stuttering
sample .

The Milder Stutterer was rated as "more weak ,

shallow, and little" and the Severe Stutterer was rated
as "more strong , deep , and big" on the factor of POTENCY.
The Severe Stutterer was rated as "more high , bright , and
fresh" while the Mild Stutterer was rated as "more low,
dull , and stale" on the factor of FRESHNESS .
clearly contrary to expectations .

'lliis is

If society does see

stuttering as bad , unpleasant , distasteful , and something
to be avoided one would expect that the Severe Stutterer
and the Mild Stutterer would have been rated in just the
opposite way .

This reversal is evident in the compari-

sons of this data with Wright's data .
In order to make this comparison the technique used
in these studies must be understood .

The technique allows
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the semantic space of any concept to be explored .

If

the concepts were studied on the same semantic differential and if the groups studied were of similar composition, comparisons between any studies are appropriate .
If the concepts were reacted to in the same way on the
same adjectives one may s_a y that certain aspects of each
concept are shared by the other concepts.

For instance ,

if Motherly and Fatherly were both rated as old, mature,
and wise it could be said that Motherly and Fatherly ,
while not meaning the same thing, shared some aspe cts of
meaning .

It is also possible to combine the polar oppo-

site scores into one score for the dimension.

In such

a case the concepts may be compared in ten:ns of degree
of negativeness or positiveness on any particular concept .

By combining both polar opposite scores and

dimension scores the "semantic distance" between any
number of concepts may be computed .

This semantic dis-

tance may be thought of as a series of vectors converging
upon a point in space which forces this point into a
static position .

Several points can be located in this

space and their relation one to another determined .

It

then becomes possible to talk of the relation of one
concept in semantic space to another concept in this
semantic space .

The meaning of the distance has applica-

tion only when talking about the relative position of
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one concept to another .

Thus it is possible only to say

from this technique that Point A is clo ser to Point B
than is Point C.

The si gnificance of the distance may

be roughly dete:rmined by r .ank order correlations .
The comparisons of these data to Wright ' s concepts
allows a semantic picture of the Severe Stutte r er, a h d
the Milder Stutterer.

The Severe Stutterer was seen as

not Motherly , not Helpful , not En j oyable , not Sociable ,
not Personal , not Old , not Old- Fashioned, not Shy , not
Popular , not Childlike , not Feminine , and as Anxious (in
three different ways ), Radical, Urban , Masculine , Emo tional , Alone , Self- Punishing , and Lo we r Class .

The Milder

Stutterer was seen as not Sociable , not ~otherly , not
Upper Class , not Old- Fashioned , not Rural , and as Anxious , Self- Punishing , Indifferent , and Lower Class .
There is much overlapping .
are shared by both groups .

Many of these terms

This is a function of the

fact that the analyses of variance for five of the
eight dimensions showed no difference .
Another way of looking at this picture is to describe
each group in te:rms of the adjectives on the semantic
differential .

Both stuttering samples were seen as

"more ugly , dirty , bad , dangerous , loud , changeable ,
hard , heavy , rough , and square . "

The Severe Stutterer was

rated as "more strong , deep , big , high , bright , and fresh . "
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The Milder Stutterer was rated in just the opposite way ,
as "more weak , shallow , little , low, dull , and stale . "
An interpretation of the meaning of these descriptions is interesting .

Both stuttering samples were

rated as not Motherly , not Enjoyable , not Sociable , not
Personal, not Old-Fashioned, and as Anxious (in varying
degrees), Self-Punishing, and Lower Class .

There is

common sense associated with most of these but some need
interpretive comment .
"Not Old- Fash i oned" does not necessarily mean modern .
The members of the polar opposites which constitute "not
Old-Fashioned" are dirty , dangerous , and wet .
are plainly uncomplimentary and derogatory .

These
The members

of the polar opposites which comprise Lower Class are
big , strong , and fast .

Both stuttering samples were seen

in this way and the listeners were probably only descri bing what they saw rather than making judgements or
interpretations .
The items which are applied to one group and not
shared by the other group are also of interest .

The

severe sample of stuttering was seen as not Helpful , not
Old , not Shy , not Popular, not Childlike , not Feminine ,
and as Radical and Urban .

These are all descriptive

terms or at least objective judgements made without bias .
Even Radical can be seen as descriptive:

the stutterer
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was certainly extreme and drastic in his behavior .

The

listener was reacting to this sample of stuttering by
describing it or making obvious objective judgements .
Calling the stutterer not Popular is even an objective
description .

The stuttering was so overwhelming that

the obvious conclusion is that this person could not
possibly be popular .
On the other hand, the Milder Stutterer was labeled
as not Sociable , not Iature , not Healthy , not Upper
Class , not Rural , and Indifferent .

In this case the

listener is obviously not reacting to the stuttering in
an objective descriptive fashion but to the stutterer in
a subjective , judgemental , biased fashion.

The listener

is calling this stutterer unsociable , immature, unhealthy,
not upper class , and indifferent .

The listener is saying

that a sociable , mature , healthy , upper class , and concerned person would do something to overcome this small
problem .

The Milder Stutterer is being rejected as a

result of listener bias due to the very nature of the
stuttering which holds some clue for the listener' s prejudice about this person ' s character .

The Severe Stut-

terer did not receive this rejection from the listener .
The only variable in the presentation was the degree of
stuttering behavior .

The nature of the severe stuttering

was so powerful that the listener did not expect this
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stutterer to be able to overcome the problem.

That the

listener is more accepting of the Severe Stutterer (as
measured on the Iowa Scale) than the Milder Stutterer
( as measured on the Iowa Scale) is contrary to the popularly held belief that the severe stutterer will experience more listener rejection than the milder stutterer.
It appears that in one way, at least, the listener
sees the "mild stutterer" as severe and the "severe stutterer" as mild.

By this it is meant that the listener

certainly judges the mild stutterer more harshly than the
severe stutterer.

The listener also seems to be more re-

jecting of the milder stutter~r than the severe stutterer.
If the popularly held theory that the amount of listener
reaction to the stutterer is directly proportional to the
severity of the stuttering is correct then it must be concluded, at least in te:rms of listener reaction as measured
in this study, that the commonly called severe stutterer
is really reacted to in a mild way and the commonly called
mild stutterer is really reacted to in a severe way. Looking at stuttering in this way might help the speech pathologist to understand why he often has success in therapy
with the severe stutterer and not with the mild stutterer.
One of the areas that this study was sensitive to
is that of empathy.

The stuttering samples held certain

clues about how the stutterers felt about their problems.
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The semantic differential of this study was such that
this empathic response could be expressed .

In the case

of the severe stutterer the listener was able to
empathize with the behavior since the feelings of the
stutterer were so apparent and not judged too harshly .
In the case of the milder stutterer the listener was
able only to judge and not to empathize .

The listener

was thus able to judge the milder stutterer much more
harshly than the severe stutterer.
'Ihe findings and conclusions of this study may offer
a new way to consider the problem of stuttering severity .

In conjunction with the descriptive devices which

allow the speech pathologist to describe observed behavior in his professional terms , a method for considering naive reactions to stuttering may be indicated .
Stuttering is a multi- d tmensional problem and the existing methods for looking at stuttering severity measure
only a few of these dimensions - those as identified by
the professional .

The dimensions that the existing

methods are able to measure are of an objective nature .
In order to make these objective judgements one must
have a certain degree of sophistication regarding stuttering .

There are also subjective aspects of judging

stuttering .

These subjective judgements are the ones

that the average naive subject will make when viewing
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stuttering .

For example, the two stuttering samples of

this study though rated by speech therapists three
scale points apar t on the Iowa Scale (the severe sample
at 6. 8 and the milder sample at J.8) were rated in much
the same way by na ive subjects .

It was only on an

internal analysis of three of the eight factors of the
semantic differential that the differences between the
two became apparent .

The differences that did appear

were of a subjective nature that existing scaling procedures are not prepared to measure .

There were also

descriptive items in the semantic differential but only
one of the descriptive items proved descriminative
between the two stutterers .

The subjective judgemental

i tems .. which seemed to allow listener bias to be expressed
were the most descriminative .

It seems that for the

naive listener the meaning of severity is more subjective
than descriptive .

The existing methods measure and

describe behavior which has import for the speech pathologist .

The listener may not attach importance to the

same behaviors .
The results of this study indicate the need for
further research .

'Ihe use of the semantic differential

technique with stuttering severity should be subjected
to experimentation .

Reliability of the technique , while

accepted by many authorities , has been questioned by
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others .
odifications to be considered in further research
using the semantic differential technique to assess
stuttering severity should include variations in the
stimuli , represented by various levels of stuttering
severity , various age levels, and comparisons between
males and fem ales .

Variations in subject group compo-

sition should also be studied .
Looking at severity from the viewpoint of the naive
subject may have some very important implications for
therapy since much of our therapy is based on severity .

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY

The purpose of this study was to investigate
severity of stuttering fFom the point of view of the
naive subject .

One group of naive subjects was asked to

react in terms of a semantic differential , developed
after the model of Osgood (JJ), to a filmed sample of
stuttering rated at the higher end of the Iowa Scale
for Severity of Stuttering (6.8).

Another group of naive

subjects was asked to react in terms of the same semantic
differential to a filmed sample of stuttering rated at
the lower end of the Iowa Scale (J.8).

An attempt was

made to match the groups in terms of age , class standing,
lack of commitment to a major, and sex.
It was hypothesized that no differences would
exist between the group viewing the severe stutterer and
the group viewing the milder stutterer .
The results indicate, as hypothesized, that there
were no overall differences in terms of rank order correlation between the reactions of the group viewing the
severe sample of stuttering and the group viewing the
milder sample of stuttering.
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However , an internal
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analysis of the data revealed differences on three of
the eight dimensions studied .
It was expected tha t the severe stutterer would be
judged much more harshly and uncomplimentarily than
would be the milder stutterer .

The results of this

study indiria te that this did not occur .

The milder

stutterer was judged more harshly and uncomplimentarily
than was the severe stutterer .

On the basis of the

descrip tive terms which correlated with each stuttering
sample there seemed to be less rejection of the severe
stutterer than of the mild stutterer.
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APPENDIX A

The Response Sheet for the Stimulus
WESTERN lilICHIGAN UNIVERSI'l1Y

Speech and Hearing Clinic
Age:

------

Classification:
!v1aj or:

Sex: M

------ F-----Fr
--- Soph--- Jr--- Sr--- Gr---

---------------------------------------

Class in which you participated:

"'~*****

We are interested in what things mean to people . Not just
their plain meaning , but the ideas and feelings they give
people .
For example , if I were to show you a picture of an "ice
cream cone" or if I were to show you the word "ice
cream cone," you might have ideas like cold, soft , sweet ,
wet , and so on.
To make it easier for you to say what something means to
you, we have made up a list of opposites against which
you can compare it.
With "ice cream cone, " if you sa}'l "ice cream cone" as very
.£21.£, somewhat~ , quite sweet , and rather~' and did
not think it had either a loud or soft sound, you might
mark it this way .

-

cold

...

••

.

0

.

••

. ..

warm

hard

...

••

•

0

•

..

•••

soft

0

•

••

•••

sour

sweet
dry
loud

... .. .
. .. . . .

... ..

•

0

. ..

0

••

. ..
. ..

wet
soft
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Today , I am going to ask you to react to something in a
way that is similar to the illustration on the board . As
soon as you have completed your observation I want you to
respond by ci rcling the dots at the place that most nearly
corresponds t o your ideas and feelings about what you
observed .

high

... ..
..
•••
..

safe

•••

tight
gentle

ugly
smooth
square
weak
old
thin
hard
dry

•••

...

s t eady

0
0

••

0

..

•

...

••

... ..
...

...

• ••

.. . ..

0

.. . ..
. ..
••
...
••

0

•

0

•

0

loose
rough
low
dangerous
pretty
rough
round

0

str ong
new
fat
soft

. . . ..

wet

0

•

0

•

.. . ..

•

0

•

••

•••

soft

•

0

••

...

changeable

..

. .. . .

•

. . • ••
. . . ..

0

...
.. . ..

clean
loud

0

••

••

.. ...
. . ...

0

dull

0

deep

0

light

•••

••

stale

•••

0

good

.. .

••
••

0

slow

•••

0

little

...

0

•

•

0

.. ...
.. ...
• ••

••

•

.. ...
• ••

••

•

di r ty

bright
shallow
heavy
fresh
bad

. . ...

fast

..

big

~

...
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APPENDIX B
POLAR OPPOSITES COMPRISING EACH DIMENSION

EVALUATION
pretty/ugly
clean/dirty
good/bad

POTENCY
strong/weak
deep/shallow
big/little

ACTIVITY
new/old
thin/fat
fast/slow

RIGIDITY
tight/loose
dry/wet

SECURITY
safe/dangerous
soft/hard
steady/changeable

DELICACY
soft/hard
light/heavy

FRESHNESS
high/low
bright/dull
fresh/stale

GENTLENESS
gentle/rough
smooth/rough
round/ square
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APPENDIX C
Me an Scores of the Polar Opposites
Group One

Group Two

•:.-ti gh t/loos e

z.7

2.2

+gentle/rough

5.4

5. 3

+high/low

2. 8

4. 7

+sa fe/dange rous

4. 2

4. 5

+ugly/pretty

5.0

5.0

~smooth/rough

6. 2

6. 6

+ square/round

4. o

4. 5

+we ak/strong

6. o

5. 8

'*old/new

4. o

4. 3

* thin/fa t

3. 3

3. 0

+hard/soft

5. 2

5. 6

+dry/we t

J. 8

3. 3

+clean/dirty

3. 8

3. 8

~loud/ so ft

6. o

5. 4

~I-steady/ changeable

4. 8

5. 8

+dull/bri gh t

4. 3

5. 4

+deep/ shallow

3. 4

4.1

+li gh t/heavy

4. 4

4. 9

+stale/fresh

4.1

4. 7

+good/bad

5.3

5.9

*slow/fast

3. 8

5. 7

*little/big

3. 6

3. 9

•

•

*Descriptive items .
+Subjective items .
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APPENDIX D
MEAN SCORES FOR EACH GROUP ON EACH DD'!ENSION

Dimension

Severe Stutterer

Mild Stutterer

EVALUATION

4. 9

4.9

POTENCY

J.6

4. 6

ACTIVIT'l

J.8

4. 4

RIGIDITY

J.J

2. 6

SECURITY

5. 0

5. 2

DELICACY

5. 2

5. 0

FRESHNESS

3. 7

5. 0

GENTLENESS

5. 2

5. 5
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APPENDIX E
RANKING BY MEANS OF THE FOURTEEN BASIC
POLAR OPPOSITES USED I N WRIGHT'S ANALYSIS

Polar Opposites

EVALUATION
pretty/ugly
clean/dirty
good/bad

Severe Stutterer

14
8

Mild Stutterer

9

4

13

14

5
3

1.3
6

4

5

ACTIVITY
new/old
thin/fat
fast/slow

9

7

8

11

RIGIDITY
tigh t/loose
dry/wet

1

1

POTENCY
strong/weak
deep/shallow
big/little

SECURITY
safe/dangerous
soft/hard
steady/changeable

2

6
10
12
11

2

3
8
10
12

